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Listing of Problems and Needs 

 
 

 1. ECONOMIC & DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT/JOBS/TOURISM 

 2. POLITICAL/GOVERNMENTAL 

 3. HEALTH CARE DEVELOPMENTS 

 4. EDUCATION 

 5. CRIME PREVENTION & DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

 6. ELDERLY/HANDICAPPED/MINORITY GROUPS/RACISM 

 7. ENVIRONMENT 

 8. YOUTH 

 9.  SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
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TYPICAL AND ILLUSTRATIVE PROGRAMS IN RESPONSE TO 
ISSUES AND PROGRAMS 

 
Local 

 
Since November 28, 1999, KXLT Television, Inc. licensee of SagamoreHill Broadcasting of Minnesota, has 
broadcast the following programming in response to the issues and programs need for this quarter. 

 
 

* FOX 47 News @ 9  
Locally produced   
 

      News @ 9       M-F, Sun  9p-9:30p 
       
 

Latest information and periodic in-depth background stories, which air during the news.  All appear in 
9:00 pm news unless otherwise noted, with possible rebroadcast, in original or re-edited form, in 
subsequent reports. 

 
  

1. Economic & Downtown Development/Jobs/Tourism 
 
4-2 The 36-million dollar BioBusiness center in downtown Rochester is technically complete and ready for 
tenants to move in. 

 
4-2 Lawmakers have praised the Economic Recovery Act to grow jobs and retain them.  Now that MnDOT 
has accepted many contracting bids, it's time for road construction crews to get back to work. 

 
4-7 Faced with a reduction in local government aid from the state this year, the 
Austin City Council took official action and reduced its 2009 budget by about five-hundred-thousand dollars.  For 
three weeks, the Council worked through a long list of possible budget cuts.  Last night, some were approved. 

 
4-10 In just a few months, southeast Minnesota will mark the two-year anniversary of an event so 
catastrophic... people were killed... and towns were wiped out.  But as hard as some residents in Elba try to 
rebuild their tiny town after flooding... they say... the government is working just as hard to make it disappear. 

 
4-22 With unemployment rates rising...more and more are looking for jobs.  Many of those job seekers spent 
their afternoon at Riverland Community College in Austin at its third annual job fair.  But what does it take to get 
hired at a job fair?  Kerry Klatt found out this afternoon it's about separating yourself from the rest of the pack. 

 
4-23 Across southeast Minnesota this year... there is a lot of pain and anxiety with people losing their jobs.  
When it happens all of a sudden, it might feel like your world has come to an end. 
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5-15 Unlike Chrysler, which on Thursday released a list of nearly 800 dealers it was cutting loose, GM does 
not plan to publicly announce the dealers it no longer wants. 
Dealers whose franchises will not be renewed after October 2010 will receive a letter informing them of the 
decision. 

 
5-21 Last week a family-owned company in West Concord was among the auto dealers to learn that Chrysler 
would be dropping them.  It was a huge blow for Boe Chrysler and the community. 
 
5-28 Lay-offs, cuts in overtime, and unpaid time off.  That's what employees of automotive parts-maker 
Federal-Mogul in Lake City have been facing.  Now, the company wants to re-negotiate its contract with unionized 
employees. 

 
6-16 The Rochester City Council has approved a three-million dollar project.  This 
means a pedestrian and bike bridge over Highway 14 could now open as early as next year.  Officials say it will 
boost tourism.  Bicyclists say it will provide them a longer... more fun... and safer route. 
 

 
 

2. Political/Governmental 
 
4-13 It's been a 161 days since Minnesotans hit the polls and now three judges have 

 decided who will be Minnesota's next U.S. Senator. 
 

5-7 DFLers from across the state gathered in the Med City for a night of celebration.  Candidates for governor 
in 2010 and elected officials gathered downtown at the Kahler Hotel. 

 
5-11 The last thing you would expect to hear during these economic times is that a new building is going up... 
a 35-million dollar building.  But the city of Rochester says now is the time to do it. 

 
5-13 Hearts are pumping, blood is boiling, and the stress level is just going to get higher for state lawmakers.  
They are now down to just 5 days until the end of the session, and things are moving at a hectic pace.  Fanna 
Haile-Selassie was in St. Paul to bring us the latest. 

 
5-19 It's official... the lawmaking session is over but the work that's left to be done is far from it.  Early this 
morning the legislature adjourned after passing a tax bill that Gov. Pawlenty is promising to veto. 
 

 

3.  Health Care Developments 
 
4-9 A capacity crowd of North Iowa area business and health care leaders met Iowa Senator Chuck Grassley 
this morning to discuss the urgent need for health care reform in our tight economy. 
 
4-29 The University of Minnesota is asking its students studying in Mexico to leave the country, in response to 
concern over the swine flu outbreak. 

 
5-1 The Centers for Disease Control says the swine flu virus appears to be spreading.  But doctors warn 
there's no need to rush to the nearest Emergency Room if you're feeling ill.  Kerry Klatt sat down with a Mayo 
physician and has the latest on how to take care of yourself if you think you might be getting the flu. 
 
5-3 Making headlines tonight - the deadliest kind of skin cancer.  Recent warm weather means the summer 
months are just around the corner.  You might be tempted to spend more time soaking up the sun... but 
tonight...Crystal Oko introduces you to a 13-year melanoma survivor... who might change your mind. 

 
5-6 Decisions that could affect the future of health care in Minnesota are being made in St. Paul.  Lawmakers 
are working feverishly to meet their adjournment deadline.  
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5-20 The unique story is causing a lot of people to wonder about alternative medicine. 

 What is it--who does it help--can it really cure cancer?   
 

6-15 The Minnesota Department of Health has announced its first death in the state 
due to the H1N1 virus.  There’s not a lot of information available right now but we do know a child in the Twin 
Cities died late last week.  

 
6-15 If you live in the Austin area you have a new health care option starting today. 
A “smart clinic” opened this morning on First Avenue Southwest. 
 

4.  Education 
 
4-16 The nine million dollars cut out of the Rochester Public School District's budget Is now becoming a reality.  
The school district is confirming that 76 teachers, and 12 clerical employees have received their pink slips. 

 
5-7 It's that time of year again when students walk across the stage for their diploma and head out into the 
work force.  Tomorrow, there will be one man sitting with the students... who was a little late for his ceremony. 

 
5-28 Will four elementary schools close in Winona?  That's the question the Winona Area School Board faces 
after an organizational analysis done by a private company suggested closing the schools to save the district 
money.   

  
5-28 One school in Austin is busy raising funds to get a new playground.  Woodson Kindergarten Center 
currently enrolls about four hundred students.  When the playground was first built in the early 1990's, it was 
designed for fewer and younger students.  School staff say there's a need to upgrade. 
 

5.  Crime Prevention & Domestic Violence 
 
4-6 Those who take a vow to serve and protect are getting some lessons to take with them out on the job.  It's 
happening right here in the Med City. 

 
4-15 A prisoner in Winona has escaped his hospital bed... and is now on the loose. 

 
4-21 In an effort to save the Rochester Police Department thousands of dollars... and improve its efficiency... 
the police chief wants to do away with a top-ranking law enforcement position.  Some officers are upset over more 
than just a loss of promotional opportunities. 

 
5-8 It's been one hour now since a popular Rochester restaurant has not been able to serve liquor.  The city 
council made the unanimous decision to revoke Westfire Grille's liquor license Thursday night.  Now some people 
worry the trouble will move to another bar. 

 
5-18 A warning now - something you've probably heard before.  But this time... a check scam hits a little too 
close to home.  Jennifer Hoff has some helpful tips to recognize a check scam. 

 
5-25 Crashes on Minnesota roadways over the weekend killed at least 11 people -- including four in a minivan 
that was hit by a pickup truck in Olmsted County.  This is the deadliest Memorial Day weekend in recent memory. 
Police are offering some life-saving advice. 

 
6-19 For the fourth time in just as many weeks... Rochester police respond to gunfire in a northwest Rochester 
neighborhood.  A house hit... its window broken... barely missing a woman inside. 

 
6-22 Authorities in Albert Lea are investigating the death of a 38-year-old woman. 

 Police are calling it a homicide. 
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6. Elderly/Handicapped/Minority Groups/Racism 
 
4-15 Camp Companion's mission is to control the pet population... especially for cats. 
And the camp comes across cats that are less fortunate and had to endure hardships. 
But there is hope those cats who might be injured or have special needs can find a loving home. 
 
4-25 The Ironwood Springs Christian Ranch in Stewartville is holding its second annual turkey hunt for people 
with disabilities.  Twenty years ago, one disabled hunter 

 never imagined he'd have this special opportunity. 
 

5-13 One year ago is a time that will be ingrained in the minds of Postville, Iowa residents for a long time.  
Memories of a major immigration raid are still very raw and painful for some. 
 
5-14 This week is National Nursing Home week, and tonight we're giving you an inside look at one local 
nursing home that says from residents, to staff... they all work together to make nursing homes... home. 

 
6-3 An Austin man announces he'll hold a public protest concerning illegal immigration not only in Austin, but 
elsewhere in the United States.  Kerry Klatt was at the protest this afternoon. 

 
6-8 A place of worship is supposed to be a safe haven.  But one place in southeast  Rochester—a Buddhist 
temple—has become the target of a recent string of vandalism. 

 
6-9 As the baby boomer population hits senior citizen status, the Rochester Vital Aging Commission is trying 
to make sure our city is “senior friendly.” 

 
 

7.  Environment 
 
4-6 Olmsted County gets a warning and a slap on the wrist from the Environmental Protection Agency.  Just 
released today, a notice of an air pollution violation for releasing high amounts of toxic particles over the city of 
Rochester...  and not recording them properly. 
 
4-6 The Rochester City Council put a hold on a controversial tree planting ordinance for the second time at 
tonight's meeting. 

 
4-22 This week, Rochester is getting a "litter" bit better.  People are signing up by themselves or in groups to 
help pick up trash around town.  Some people are really "plunging" into the clean-up. 

 
4-23 Things are looking greener outside every day.  And although Earth Day has passed... meteorologist 
Steph Anderson takes us to a local company where every day is “earth day!” 

 
4-28 55 million gallons... that's how big the proposed ethanol plant would be in Eyota. 
Tonight the Olmsted County Board of Commissioners is expected to issue a land use permit to MinnErgy – to 
build the plant.  But this doesn't come without mixed reviews. 

 
5-4 The beautiful weather from this weekend has continued today. 

 For many, the warmth means one thing... time to plant. 
 

5-5 Allergy season is upon us, which means runny noses, sneezing and itchy eyes for some.  Here’s more on 
what you can do to help yourself escape some allergy suffering. 

 
5-7 It's a crime that may make you cringe.  The Winona County Sheriff is looking for the person or persons 
who abandoned a bunch of junk just outside of Lewiston. 

 And the mess includes some big items like mattresses, T-Vs, and tires. 
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6-14 Thirty people came out Saturday to help a threatened species cross the road! 
 The Blanding's Turtle is one of two threatened species of turtles in Minnesota... 

The largest known population of this turtle lives in the wetlands near Whitewater State Park. 
 

6-16 The Byron school district received a 20-thousand dollar grant from the Southern Minnesota Initiative 
Foundation to look into green energy.  The money will go towards a wind and solar energy and student lab 
feasibility study to be done at the Byron High School. 

 
6-18 While some areas just saw some rain and maybe a spectacular light show last night, the situation was 
quite a bit more serious in Austin. 

 
6-24 Even in the rain...customers came in search of the most delicious batch of berries.  Vendors say 
strawberry season started about a week ago...  and they've been busy with hungry customers ever since they set-
up shop.  Most vendors operate Monday-Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

 
 

8.  Youth 
 
4-3 Paramedics often find themselves in some very difficult situations.  Whether it be 
a car accident, a domestic dispute, or other emergency situation... paramedics have to 
deal with injured persons and sometimes... a distraught crying child. 

 
5-13 Students in Rushford are helping out with a project today that will mean lots of outdoor fun in the summer 
months ahead.  Rushford students are helping bring Creekside Park back to its original glory after the 2007 flood 
damaged the area. 

  
6-5 For many kids, yesterday marked the last day of school.  As you'll see... one 
school in Albert Lea sent their kids out in style! 

 
6-6 Since the beginning of the school year... our economy has slowed and the job 
market has disintegrated.  To cut down on costs, many seniors have decided to attend college closer to home. 

 
6-10 Beginning today the Boys and Girls Club of Rochester is participating in the Summer Food Service 
Program.  It's an initiative by the Minnesota Department of Education to provide a free breakfast and lunch to kids 
age 18 and under. 
 

 

9. Substance Abuse 
 

4-1 Smokers now have a new reason to quit.  Beginning today, a pack of cigarettes 
will be 62 cents more expensive. It’s a steep tax hike. 
 
4-13 Between career, family and everything else we have going on, it can seem like there's not enough time in 
the day.  But what if taking one little pill could give you the boost and focus you need to get everything done, 
without ever losing steam? 

 Just how smart are these new types of "smart drugs?" 
 

5-20 Alternative therapy is a choice that many in this country are now using and may not realize it.  It uses 
herbs, supplements, and foods to take care of the body in preventative and healing ways. 

 
6-2 Every day millions of Americans reach for over-the-counter painkillers. 
And although many of the drugs treat similar symptoms -- they don't all work the same way.  The effects can vary. 
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Network Programming 
 

In addition to our locally produced programming specifically designed to respond to the issues and problems 
of our viewing area, network programs often cover issues relating to our local problems and needs. 

 

• FOX News Sunday 
 FOX Network 
 Sunday 8am  01/04/09 – 03/29/09   60 min 
 

4/5/09 
TOPIC: 
Economy, Future of the GOP 
GUESTS: 
David Axelrod, Gov. Mark Sanford (R-SC), Newt Gingrich, Debbie Wasserman Schultz 
 
4/12/09 
TOPIC: 
Economy 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Evan Bayh (D-IN), Sen. Tom Coburn (R-OK), Jenna Lee, Liz Claman, Archbishop Donald Wuerl. 
 
4/19/09 
TOPIC: 
Interrogation Memos, National Security 
GUESTS: 
Gen. Michael Hayden, Sen. Claire McCaskill (D-MO), Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Denyce Graves. 
 
4/26/09 
TOPIC: 
Interrogation Memos, First 100 Days 
GUESTS: 
Lawrence Summers, Sen. Kit Bond (R-SC), Sen. Carl Levin (D-MI), Maj. Gen. Carla Hawley-Bowland. 
 
5/3/09 
TOPIC: 
Swine Flu 
GUESTS: 
Janet Napolitano, Kathleen Sebelius, Dr. Richard Besser, 
 
5/10/09 
TOPIC: 
Iraq/Afghanistan, GOP 
GUESTS: 
Gen. David Petraeus, Newt Gingrich 
 
5/17/09 
TOPIC: 
Notre Dame, Iraq 
GUESTS: 
Rev. Frank Pavone, Rev. Richard McBrien, Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Patty Stonesifer 
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5/24/09 
TOPIC: 
National Security, GOP 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Jon Kyl (R-AZ), Sen. Ben Nelson (D-NE), Karl Rove, Tom Day 
 
5/31/09 
TOPIC: 
SCOTUS, GOP 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Sen. Arlen Specter (D-PA), Mitt Romney 
 
6/7/09 
TOPIC: 
Economy 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Richard Shelby (R-AL), Austan Goolsbee, Fred Malek, Eric Schmidt, Michael Copps 
 
6/14/09 
TOPIC: 
Healthcare Reform, Economy 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Chris Dodd (D-CT), Sen. Charles Grassley (R-IA), Thomas Donohue, Steve Chaconas 
 
6/21/09 
TOPIC: 
Iran, GOP, Fatherhood 
GUESTS: 
Sen. Evan Bayh (D-IN), Rep. Pete Hoekstra (R-MI), Karim Sadjadpour, Rep. Paul Ryan (R-WI), Sen. John 
McCain (R-AZ) 
 
6/28/09 
TOPIC: 
Healthcare, Iraq 
GUESTS: 
Kathleen Sebelius, Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Gen. Ray Odierno 
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Syndicated Programming 
 

In addition to our locally produced news to respond to the issues and problems of our 
viewing area, syndicated programs often cover issues relating to our local problems and 
needs. 

 
KXLT also airs First Business News Monday – Friday at 7:30am.  First Business News is a 
preview of today’s news and trading day – not a look back at yesterday. They go beyond the 
headlines digging deeper for the real ideas that make viewer’s money work.  The show 
starts with the “First Look” which includes a quick earnings and economic calendar, the 
“Morning News Briefing” and “trader Talk” which is insight straight from the pits on how 
traders plan to play one of the day’s story stocks.  Some of the other topics they hit on are a 
“Trade of the Day” and small business report as well as tech updates and other information 
going on in the stock market and with businesses. 
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Short Form Programming 
 

Local 
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Network 
 

DATE     PROGRAM   ISCI   PSA DESCRIPTION             LENGTH         
 
2-Apr-09 BONES    NAB14TECH30ENG DIGITAL TV TRANSITION  :30 
3-Apr-09 SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES PSA30PAUSECOMF KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
3-Apr-09 SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES NAB14TECH30ENG DIGITAL TV TRANSITION  :30 
4-Apr-09 COPS    FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
4-Apr-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
4-Apr-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
5-Apr-09 NASCAR TEXAS 500  FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
5-Apr-09 AMERICAN DAD  NAB14TECH30ENG DIGITAL TV TRANSITION  :30 
7-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  FZAA0472  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :20 
9-Apr-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  NAB14TECH30ENG DIGITAL TV TRANSITION  :30 
10-Apr-09 SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES PSA20PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :20 
10-Apr-09 SARAH CONNOR CHRONICLES DETP0249  DRUG FREE AMERICA/ PATDOWN :30 
11-Apr-09 COPS    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
11-Apr-09 COPS    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
11-Apr-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED FZAA0471  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :30 
12-Apr-09 KING OF THE HILL  PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
13-Apr-09 24    GREENMLYNNR30 GREEN PSA/ MARY LYNN RAJSKUB :30 
14-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  PSA20PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :20 
15-Apr-09 BONES    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
16-Apr-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
17-Apr-09 PRISON BREAK   NAB14TECH30ENG DIGITAL TV TRANSITION  :30 
17-Apr-09 PRISON BREAK   PSA20PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :20 
18-Apr-09 NASCAR PHOENIX 500  FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
19-Apr-09 AMERICAN DAD  PSADTV15FERESTEN DIGITAL TV/ SPIKE   :15 
20-Apr-09 24    GREENCARLOS30 24 GREEN PSA/ CARLOS  :30 
21-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  PSA20PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :20 
22-Apr-09 LIE TO ME   PSA15DEVEDAY EVERY DAY OBSOLETE ADVICES :15 
22-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  PSA15NOZEDAY EVERY DAY NOZZLES   :15 
23-Apr-09 BONES    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
24-Apr-09 PRISON BREAK   DETP0249  DRUG FREE AMERICA/ PATDOWN :30 
25-Apr-09 COPS    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
25-Apr-09 COPS    PSA30TWFMALARIA MALARIA NO MORE/ KEIFER  :30 
25-Apr-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED PSA30TWFMALARIA MALARIA NO MORE/ KEIFER  :30 
26-Apr-09 NASCAR TALLADEGA 500 FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
26-Apr-09 KING OF THE HILL  YDZT8143MATC ONDCP "ANTI- DRUGS"   :30 
28-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
29-Apr-09 AMERICAN IDOL  YDZT9023MATC ONDCP "ANTI- DRUGS"   :30 
30-Apr-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
30-Apr-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
1-May-09 PRISON BREAK   ZOMN0247  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
2-May-09 MLB RS GAME   MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
2-May-09 NASCAR RICHMOND 400 FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
5-May-09 AMERICAN IDOL  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION   :30 
6-May-09 AMERICAN IDOL  ZOMN0257  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :15 
7-May-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  ZOMN0177  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
8-May-09 PRISON BREAK   XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
8-May-09 PRISON BREAK   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
9-May-09 NASCAR DARLINGTON 500  KOMENFOUNDATION KOMEN/JEFF GORDON/DUPONT HAT :30 
12-May-09 FRINGE    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
14-May-09 HELL'S KITCHEN  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
15-May-09 PRISON BREAK   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
16-May-09 MLB RS GAME   MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
16-May-09 COPS    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
16-May-09 COPS    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
19-May-09 GLEE    ZOMN0177  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
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DATE     PROGRAM   ISCI   PSA DESCRIPTION             LENGTH         
 
21-May-09 SO YOU THINK/DANCE  ZOMN0237  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
22-May-09 DON'T FORGET THE LYRICS PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION   :30 
23-May-09 MLB RS GAME   MFOX2009H  DIGITAL TV TRASITION   :30 
23-May-09 COPS    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION   :30 
23-May-09 COPS    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
24-May-09 NASCAR PRE-RACE  FZAA0797  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :30 
24-May-09 NASCAR PRE-RACE  FOXSGK30200920H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
24-May-09 NASCAR CHARLOTTE 600 FOXSGK30200930H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
24-May-09 AMERICAN DAD   FZAA0796  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :60 
24-May-09 KING OF THE HILL  PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
24-May-09 THE SIMPSONS   ZOMN0177  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
24-May-09 KING OF THE HILL  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
24-May-09 FAMILY GUY   ZOMN0177  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
25-May-09 NASCAR CHARLOTTE RN DLAY FOXSGK30200930H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
25-May-09 NASCAR CHARLOTTE RN DLAY FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
25-May-09 NASCAR CHARLOTTE RN DLAY FOXSGK30200930H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
25-May-09 NASCAR CHARLOTTE RN DLAY FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
25-May-09 BONES    PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
26-May-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
27-May-09 SO YOU THINK /DANCE PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
28-May-09 SO YOU THINK /DANCE PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
29-May-09 MENTAL   ZOMN0237  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
30-May-09 MLB RS GAME   MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
30-May-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
30-May-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED ZOMN0197  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
31-May-09 NASCAR DOVER 400  FOXSGK30200910H SUSAN G KOMEN   :30 
31-May-09 AMERICAN DAD   ZOMN0247  PREVENT TEEN PREGNANCY  :30 
1-Jun-09 BONES    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
2-Jun-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
3-Jun-09 SO YOU THINK/DANCE  MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
3-Jun-09 SO YOU THINK/ DANCE  USOE0915  THE USO DAYS END   :15 
4-Jun-09 BONES    PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
5-Jun-09 MENTAL   FZAA0797  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :30 
6-Jun-09 MLB GAME RS GAME  MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
6-Jun-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
6-Jun-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED DETP0250  PARTNERSHIP/DRUG-FREE AMERICA :30 
7-Jun-09 AMERICAN DAD  PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
8-Jun-09 BONES    MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
9-Jun-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
10-Jun-09 SO YOU THINK/DANCE  FZAA0797  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :30 
11-Jun-09 BONES    PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
12-Jun-09 MENTAL   FZAA0797  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :30 
13-Jun-09 MLB GAME RS GAME  MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
13-Jun-09 COPS    XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
13-Jun-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED HRCA2009  PROSTATE HOME RUN CHALLENGE :30 
14-Jun-09 KING OF THE HILL  USOE0915  THE USO DAYS END   :15 
14-Jun-09 AMERICAN DAD  FZAA0813  FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE :15 
15-Jun-09 HOUSE    PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
16-Jun-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
17-Jun-09 SO YOU THINK /DANCE  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
18-Jun-09 BONES    MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
19-Jun-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
20-Jun-09 MLB GAME RS GAME  MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
20-Jun-09 MLB GAME RS GAME  MFOX2009H  MICHAEL J FOX FOUNDATION  :30 
20-Jun-09 COPS    USOE0910  USO DAYS END    :10 
20-Jun-09 COPS    PSA20PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :20 
20-Jun-09 AMERICA'S MOST WANTED XNPI260220H  GATORADE/NFL/ELI MANNING PLAY :20 
21-Jun-09 AMERICAN DAD  CNFI91301  AD COUNCIL/FATHERHOOD/OBAMA :30 
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DATE     PROGRAM   ISCI   PSA DESCRIPTION             LENGTH         
 
22-Jun-09 LIE TO ME   CNAU93301 AD COUNCIL/ICE AGE/ADOPTION/FOSTER CARE :30 
23-Jun-09 MENTAL   PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
24-Jun-09 SO YOU THINK/DANCE  PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
25-Jun-09 BONES    CNAU91301  ICEAGE/ AD COUNCIL ADOPTION :30 
26-Jun-09 FOX MOVIE: VIRTUALITY PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
27-Jun-09 COPS    HRCA2009  PROSTATE HOME RUN CHALLENGE :30 
28-Jun-09 AMERICAN DAD  PSA30PAUSETEXT KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
29-Jun-09 AMERICAN IDOL ENCORE PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
30-Jun-09 FOX MOVIE: LEGALLY BLOND PSA30PAUSECOMFY KAISER FAMILY FOUNDATION  :30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


